
                                Lady Gaga is wildly popular, but compared to Josie & 
                                the Pussycats? I mean, let’s see Gaga go on tour while 
                                 also dealing with everyday high school problems, a 
                                  not-so-dependable manager and his career-stealing
                                  sister and her reincarnated warlock cat, all while being 
 called on to solve wacky and weird mysteries! Where’s the Lady Gaga 
movie and top-rated tv show? Let’s see Lady Gaga perform in outer 
       space! THEN, maybe she can come close to Josie & the Pussycats! 

One is a recording superstar with an array of wild costumes; the other is Lady Gaga.  
Both the ferocious feline singer and the glorious Gaga rock, but only one of them will 
prevail in the battle of ...

Round 1: The Hollywood Heat Up!
                                       While Gaga may be a recording sensation with two platinum albums under her belt, several hit 
                                        singles, a number of awards and nominations as well as countless other 
                                        achievements, she hasn’t taken over Hollywood yet! Josie and the 
                                        Pussycats, on the other hand, have had hit singles, their very own 
                                         cartoon show (as well as an appearance on Scooby Doo!) and 
                                          even their own feature film! While Gaga’s heating up the charts, 
                                          she still has to work a little harder to cover all the bases in the 
                                          entertainment industry the way Josie and the gals have!

                                           ROUND 1 WINNER: JOSIE & THE PUSSYCATS!

                                    Round 2: Crazy Costume Catfight!  
   Josie and the Pussycats wear kawaii kitty ears and classy leopard-print cat suits, 
                        complete with tails. Lady Gaga has worn a dress made out of meat, a 
                          dress made out of Kermit the Frog, a bedazzled lobster hat and so, so much more. But has she ever                
                           looked cute? The Pussycats, are cute, iconic, and classy ... and they made wearing costumes to 
                            perform popular long before Gaga did it. Maybe one day she’ll pay homage to their influence? 
                              We certainly would want to see that! 
                                            ROUND 2 WINNER: JOSIE & THE PUSSYCATS DID IT FIRST, AND THEY’RE CUTER!

Round 3: Music Video Meltdown!
                               Lady Gaga constantly dazzles, amazes and even shocks her fans with every new video she releases. 
                                Each new music video is presented as if it were a short film and she is certain to never disappoint. 
                                Josie and the Pussycats shot sixteen music videos in outer space. Case closed.

                                   ROUND 3 WINNER: JOSIE & THE PUSSYCATS ARE OUT OF THIS WORLD!
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